
Teach Essential Writing Skills

Paragraph 1
Dynamic yoga is simple to do and produces benefits instantly. Normally known for its 
relaxation effect, dynamic yoga can boost your energy after 10 minutes of mild exercise 
and controlled breathing. The deep stretches and graceful movements help to unblock 
energy, improve muscle strength and increase stamina. According to experts, regular 
practice reduces stress and creates a feeling of inner peace. Go ahead and try it. Try it 
tonight and just might feel better.

Paragraph 2
Does your computer have a bug? The slang word bug, a computer problem, has been 
around for almost 70 years. The term was first used in 1940 after Grace Hopper, one of 
the first computer programmers, discovered a dead moth had caused her machine to stop 
working. When her friends walked into the room, they asked what she was doing. She said 
she was debugging her machine.

Micro Lesson 2: Find Elements of Cohesion (Pointers)
Worksheet 14-5

Instructions
Read the paragraphs below. Find and describe words and phrases that help create 
cohesion with pointers (repeated words and ideas).

Repeat a phrase, structurePronounsSynonyms

VariationPronounsSynonyms
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Teach Essential Writing Skills

Micro Lesson 2: Find Elements of Cohesion (Pointers) - Answers
Worksheet 14-6

Cohesive Elements (pointers)

Repeat a phrase, structurePronounsSynonyms

• Go ahead and try it. Try it 
tonight

• Its - dynamic yoga
• it - dynamic yoga

• mild exercises - deep 
stretches and graceful 
movements

Cohesive Elements (pointers)

VariationPronounsSynonyms

• bug - debugging• her friends - they
• Grace Hopper - she

• term - slang word
• bug - computer problem
• machine - computer

Paragraph 1
Dynamic yoga is simple to do and produces benefits instantly. Normally known for its 
relaxation effect, dynamic yoga can boost your energy after 10 minutes of mild exercise 
and controlled breathing. The deep stretches and graceful movements help to unblock 
energy, improve muscle strength and increase stamina. According to experts, regular 
practice reduces stress and creates a feeling of inner peace. Go ahead and try it. Try it 
tonight and just might feel better.

Paragraph 2
Does your computer have a bug? The slang word bug, a computer problem, has been 
around for almost 70 years. The term was first used in 1940 after Grace Hopper, one of 
the first computer programmers, discovered a dead moth had caused her machine to stop 
working. When her friends walked into the room, they asked what she was doing. She said 
she was debugging her computer.
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